PWT COMPANY PROFILE
HISTORY
PWT was established in 1989, as a private Company, that developed its own market in the
onshore pipeline automatic welding, offering one of the first automatic welding system and range
of equipment and components for pipeline construction.
During the 90’s PWT team created and developed the CWS becoming a key company in the
diffusion of automatic welding among the European pipeline contractors.
Today
In 2011 PWT became part of ITW “ Illinois Tools Works” :

Illinois Tool Works Inc. (NYSE:ITW)
100+ Years of service to industry
840+ Business units
60,000+
Employees
57+ Country Operations
60+ Operating Segments
$15B Expected sales in 2015

PWT is part of one of the most important multinational companies owning several primary brands
of welding sector, like Miller and Hobart, with the aim of proposing a full choice of welding
solutions available for the customers worldwide.
The new ITW management has invested resources in PWT and the old CWS system, strong suit of
the past, has been developed across the years and empowered for improved reliability, better
performance more flexibility and lower maintenance at site that nowadays is very close to double
torch systems but without any of their drawbacks.
The “new” PWT thanks to a global research team in Europe and United States can propose to the
Onshore pipeline market a smart welding equipment based on three mainstays giving added value
to the site operations: easy, effective and flexible.
Our global network shall deliver and support simple and reliable solutions that are based on
advanced technologies, unique multi-discipline knowledge, in-depth pipeline construction
experience.

MISSION
The Client’s satisfaction has always been the main objective of our personnel.
PWT’s mission is to offer a full range of services and products to support pipeline contractors
around the world.
Through this scope, PWT aims to:
-

Create customers success in pipeline welding
Ensure consistent weld integrity
Support simple and reliable solutions based on advanced technologies
Create and develop the company in the long run
Contribute to the wellbeing and growth of our collaborators, partners and employees.

In numbers:
-

25.000 Km of Pipeline around the world
More than 370 welding system sold
25 years on the market
More than 150 projects worldwide

VISION
By responding to the lifecycle pipeline integrity requirements, we will be recognized as the global
partner for providing innovative, efficient, scalable welding solutions to the pipeline industry,
facilitating long-term customer success in the most challenging environments.
Our global network shall delivery and support simple and reliable solutions that are based on
advanced technologies, unique multi-discipline knowledge, in-depth pipeline construction
experience and will ensure consistent weld integrity.

